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HS code Goods description
Step 1
2018 June 22nd

Step 2
2021 June 1st 
the latest

Comments

Chapter 07 Edible vegetables and certain roots and tubers 25% 0% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 10 Cereals 25% 0% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 19 Preparations of cereals, flour, starch or milk; pastrycook's products 25% 0% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 20 Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or other parts of plants 25% 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 22 Beverages, spirtis and vinegar 25% 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 24 Tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes 25% 0% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 33 Essential oils and resinoids; perfumery, cosmetic or toilet preparations 25% 10% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 48 Paper and paperboard; articles of paper pulp, of paper or of paperboard 0% 25 up to 35% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 56 Wadding, felt and nonwovens; special yarns; twine, cordage, ropes and cables and 
articles thereof

0% 10% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 59 Impregnated, coated, covered or laminated textile fabrics; textile articles of a kind 
suitable for industrial use

0% 10% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 61 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted 25% 0% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 62 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, not knitted or crocheted 25% 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 63 Other made-up textile articles; sets; worn clothing and worn textile articles; rags 25% 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 64 Footwear, gaiters and the like; parts of such articles 25% 25 up to 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 66 Umbrellas, sun umbrellas, walking sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops and parts 
thereof

0% 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 69 Ceramic products 0% 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 70 Glass and glassware 0% 10 up to 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 71 Natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious stones, precious metals, metals 
clad with precious metal and articles thereof; imitation jewellery; coin

0% 10 up to 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 72 Iron and steel 25% 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 73 Articles of iron or steel 25% 10% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 76 Aluminium and articles thereof 25% 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 84

Dishwashing machines; machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or other containers; 
machinery for filling, closing, sealing or labelling bottles, cans,
boxes, bags or other containers; machinery for capsuling bottles, jars, 
tubes and similar containers; other packing or wrapping machinery
(including heat-shrink wrapping machinery); machinery for aerating
beverages.                                                                                                                         
Household or laundry-type washing machines, including machines which
both wash and dry:

0% 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Sub chapter        Primary cells and primary batteries 0% 10% Depending on accurate HS code

85 43 70 

Electrical machines and apparatus, having individual functions, not
specified or included elsewhere in this chapter; Other machines and apparatus than 
particle accelarators, signal generators, machines and apparatus for electroplating, 
electrolysis or electrophoresis

0% 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 87
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods                                                      Motorcycles 
(including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor,
with or without side-cars; side-cars; 

25% 10 up to 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 89 Ships, boats and floating structures 25% 10 up to 25% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 94

Furniture; bedding, mattresses, mattress supports, cushions and similar stuffed 
furnishings; lamps and lighting
fittings, not elsewhere specified or included; illuminated signs, illuminated nameplates 
and the like;

0% 25 up to 50% Depending on accurate HS code

Chapter 95 Toys, games and sports requisites; parts and accessories thereof 10% 0% Depending on accurate HS code
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